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Abstract 

Trends in contemporary architecture are constantly changing the quality of engineering solutions through 

broadly understood optimization.  The designers, as never before, are facing the possibility to adjust the 

material and manufacturing technology to desired aesthetic outcomes, by not only the material usage but 

also the self-organization of the optimization of the structure. The development of modern computational 

software and the ability to modeling structural forms in non-Euclidean geometry while using algorithms 

lead designers to new fields of designing and constructing. Parameterization of modeling tools and 

processes caused an increase in interest in bionic and biomimetic inspirations.  It is expressed by imitation 

of the structure and behavior of living organisms. Such actions enabled the implementation of ideas as 

forms follow energy and forms follow forces. Analysis of the morphology of structural forms as well as 

generative modeling based on logical patterns taken from Nature are one of the contemporary tools of 

designing. Nowadays, the development of building technologies is strongly supported by digital techniques 

of manufacturing building elements, which has a significant impact on the architectural detail shaping. 

Geometrically complex forms are generated as non-modular elements; due to the rapid growth of digital 

fabrication (components with different shapes are made individually - cut out by CNC machine tools, 

printed, cast). with outstanding precision). A vital element of new technologies development is the search 

for new materials and the improvement of manufacturing methods at the same time. The article presents 

new tools and methods for the optimization of structural elements on selected examples.  
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1. Introduction 

Trends in contemporary architecture are constantly changing the quality of engineering solutions through 

the broadly understood optimization process.  The designers, as never before, are facing the possibility to 

adjust the material and manufacturing technology to desired aesthetic outcomes [1]. The information 

technologies drastically changed the designing process giving the ability to optimize not only the material 

usage but also the self-organization of the structures [2]. In the process of evolutionary design, which is a 

part of Architectural Design Optimization, the main focus is not only on the architectural design phase but 

also on optimizing the construction and object management phases. The 21-century is characterized in 

Sustainable Development, which stresses that, among others, the AEC sector should reduce energy 

consumption and greenhouse gas emission. The optimization of the designing process in AEC is still 

inefficient because each discipline is optimizing its part of the project without a global overview of the whole 

undertaking [2] [3]. Implementing artificial intelligence (AI) into the designing process accelerated 

cooperation in the AEC sector since the case studies are still conducted on prototypes of small scale instead 

of professional practice systems [4].  
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In contemporary interdisciplinary designing, there is a noticeable approach in prototyping in architectural 

scale. The ability to create a complex geometry of free-form buildings requires not only the knowledge of 

designing software (CAD) but also understanding of the manufacturing conditions and restrictions (CAM). 

Contemporary prototyping requires designers to develop an idea to ready product methodology of working 

and fully understanding material properties. The form follows material statement is nowadays an essential 

factor of fabrication. The advancing digitalization of designing and fabrication tools faces a slow change in 

designing awareness. For the first time in history, designers face no strict regimes while using specific 

construction technologies. Digital fabrication helps to achieve a unique architecture with standard 

materials such as steel or concrete [5]. In the middle of the 20th-century (1947), Mies van der Rohe referring 

to a minimalist style, said a maxim ‘Less is more.’ This time in architectural design is characterized by the 

awareness of cost and time reduction achieved by mass production of identical elements. Especially visible 

in engineering sectors such as car fabrication and assembling of unified elements were factors economic 

prosperity. In the construction industry, the catalogs of ready-made, available at a place in warehouse 

building parts become available to quick assembly.  Available now, the revolution of choices [6] exposes 

designers to limitless possibilities of materials, technology, manufacturing. New materials and technics of 

assembly are being invented. No longer, the cost optimization is connected with unified, identical structural 

or architectural elements. The Post-Fordism era thanks to the access to digital fabrication and rapid 

prototyping, allows designing with not seen before precision. Access to digital fabrication in the 

interdisciplinary designing, where architects, structural designers, material engineers can design a new 

methodology of creating unique solutions, based on the needs of the building, not on the available or 

unified materials and their geometries. The best example can be here the brick, which has a standardized 

dimension in comparison to the 3d printed clay element adjusted to the exact needs of the project.  

Nowadays, the development of building technologies is strongly supported by digital techniques of 

manufacturing building elements, which has a significant impact on the shaping of architectural details. 

Geometrically complex forms are generated as non-modular elements; due to the rapid growth of 

conventional fabrication (individual components are made individually - cut out by CNC machine tools, 

printed, cast). The new language was needed, which does not use traditional technical drawing. An example 

can be file-to-factory, the communication between humans and machines in prototyping. This method, 

instead of leading the designing process, adapt out results to available technology [7]. The main advantage 

of this type of rapid prototyping is the ability to sustain the perfect outcomes-the the final product of each 

individual element. No more the repetitive, utilized elements guarantee the exact manufacture dimensions. 

As an example of different methods of manufacturing technologies using the same material, which can be 

a clay is formative and additive digital fabrications. By forming materials, robots or drones are used to 

assemble brick following a predesigned pattern, while in 3D printing, a clay is printed in layers in order to 

obtain the required shape [8]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Examples of fabrication methods using different approach using clay material: (a) Structural Oscillations, Installation at the 

11th Venice Architectural Biennale, by Gramazio &Kohler Research, ETH Zurich, (b) 3D printing execution [8] 
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2. Literature review 

The complexity of contemporary designs, lead to the ‘more is different’ statement [9]. The role of the 

designers in the creative designing practice changed, from designing exact geometries, based on available 

element cross-sections, to controlling the process of designing rules. It is visible in the new sustainable 

fabrication methods, like FiDU (ger. Freie Innen Druck Umformung), which stands for Free Inner Pressure 

Forming. This method allows receiving lightweight structures with a high-stress capacity, as well as the size 

of the file needed in file-to-factor manufacture technology.  

Development of modern computational software and the ability to modeling structural forms in non-

Euclidean geometry while using algorithms lead designers to new fields of designing and constructing. 

Parameterization of modeling tools and processes caused an increase in interest in bionics and 

biomimetics. It is expressed by imitation of the structure and behavior of living organisms. Such actions 

enabled the implementation of ideas as forms follow energy and forms follow forces. Analysis of the 

morphology of structural forms as well as generative modeling based on logical patterns taken from Nature 

are one of the contemporary tools of rational design. Not only in the context of minimizing material usage 

but what is more important, in the self-organization of structural elements to attain force equilibrium in 

structures.  

The interrelation between shape, material, and behavior of structures found in Nature becomes a base of 

new methods of optimization. Biomimetic inspirations are the main factor of the designing process, where 

the properties of selected materials, structural behavior as well as manufacturing technologies influence 

the early stage of designing and, therefore, the structural optimization process [10] [11]. The integration of 

tools that help to optimize the construction process under human-machine collaboration is continuously 

invented [12]. An example of an interdisciplinary tool where material properties are one of the main factors 

of optimizing the final architectural form is a Material-based Integrated Computational Design Model 

(MICD-m), where parametric modeling environment was used [13]. The ability to create a new method of 

fabrication and the understanding of the material which designers use nowadays lead to the creation of a 

new language and a platform of communication, which goes far beyond the complexity of the form [14] to 

synthesis and sustainable performance in order to achieve the minimization of costs and the consumption 

of natural resources [15].  

3. Discussion 

A vital element of manufacturing development is the search for new materials and the improvement of 

technologies such as digital machines supporting manufacturing processes. The control of the CAD-CAM 

prototyping is based on multicriteria optimization [16]. It also helps in incorporating variable parameters 

into the design, such as structure modeling, shapes, fabrication method, material properties, but also 

material and structure behavior, lightning, heat, humidity, or air movement [17]. The most significant factor 

of digital fabrication and prototyping is the availability of fabrication solutions, as well as the supervising of 

the assembling process and correcting errors (if any occurs during fabrication). 
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Fig. 2. Basic methods of fabrication in small scale object: (a)additive technology- the Vulcano Pavilion, (b)subtraction technology-The 

Autodesk Pavilion, (c)formative technology- Nawa Pavilion, (d) formative technology-ICD-ITKE Research Pavilion 

The turn from NC(Numerical Control) to CNC(Computer Numerical Control) devices improved the 

prototyping and fabrication development. The two main methods of fabrication are Subtraction and 

Addition. In the first method, robots, lasers, streams of water, or plasma as we as more traditional tools as 

cutting blades might be used. Basing of the available type of the machine, 2D, and 3D objects of 

architectural scale can be obtained. However, these machines are limited to the cutting area or machine 

arm length. Up to 21-century in additive methods, only small scale objects could be made. The leading 

technology of additive methods is 3D printing. Currently, massive scale concrete printers are available to 

print, for example, a concrete building element, such as beams, trusses, as well as whole buildings. The 

most basic printing materials are plastic, clay, concrete, or steel. The significant area of research is based 

on the new bio-engineering material, such as biodegradable timber composites or technologies of 3D 

bioprinting. The combination of those which use machines to assembly the undertake without human 

interaction. In this method, robots, as well as drones or any other computer-controlled tools, can be used. 

This method is by far one of the most challenging for designers, not only they have to design the 

geometry(CAD), precisely understand the materials and machines properties (CAM), but also set the exact 

algorithm for assembling. This method is mostly accompanied by generative design as well as 

computational methods of manufacturing, give designers illusory feeling that they replace his thought 

process. In fact, by following his algorithmic instructions, they are indicators of the quality of designers’ 

knowledge and creativity [18] [19]. In this sense, digital fabrication, in combination with generative design, 

can be considered as a synthesis of logic thinking, knowledge, which combines technical and human needs 

solutions and what is the essential freedom of design [20].  
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